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ABSTRACT 
 
The paper takes mine survey as research objects, by utilizing documents literature,
numerical analysis and mathematical statistics as well as others to analysis coal mine
survey, in order to adapt to practical requirement, it amends traditional mathematical
statistics method, after improving, it is more reasonable to practice, therefore it can better
meet demands of production and living, and the model can reduce work load and
meanwhile get maximum survey result so that can well promote its economic efficiency,
speed up survey schedule, shorten time, which has reference values for relative field
development in future. In addition, the paper analyzes Hebei one place optimal silver
mine selection plan, by utilizing mathematical statistics method, it gets that regarding
silver mine constructive plan merits and efficiency type indicators present a kind of
positive correlation state, and meanwhile it also gets model modification avoids
humanistic subjective factors interference, which lets its evaluation result to have more
rationality, and meanwhile also let model to become more simple. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 With rapidly development of science and technology, social pace also ceaseless speeds up, now 
it creates conditions for mathematical statistics development, in scientific research process, we will get 
involve I many random variables, distribution features description and other correlation problems, and 
now mathematical statistics just a set of mathematical tool that describes random variables and mutual 
relationships, how to let mathematical statistics method to better adapt to scientific research, data 
analysis always plays extremely important roles on it. 
 Regarding mathematical statistics aspect research, many scientific researchers have made efforts 
and contributions, such as Guan Shi-Han in the article of regarding mathematical statistics analysis and 
application, she had every pointed out that applied statistical method, started from statistical contents, 
now statistics development plays more and more important roles in current social politics and economy 
aspects, the idea plays certain promotion roles in current social development; Xu Bo and others in 
regarding customs statistical analysis had ever put forward that established rule base to describe 
statistical analysis core problems, due to customs data was complex, analysis contents were more and 
unchecked, so used mathematical statistical method had important significances in government decision 
making, guiding customs legal operation and instructing customs regular working. 
 The paper just on the basis of formers research, further analyzes mathematical statistics method, 
and applies it into survey and mine selection aspects, by applying information consulting method, 
questionnaire survey, numerical analysis method and others, creates new flavors for surveying and mine 
selection aspects, and builds theoretical foundation for the field development. 
 

MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS MODEL THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 
 
 Assume there are n piece of indicators are evaluated, corresponding calculation numerical value 
is ijx from which j=1, 2, L , m, it represents each indicator serial number, from which m represents it 
has m pieces of indicators to evaluate, and i=1, 2, L , n, represents number of plans. It can solve 
comprehensive index by defining ijx  weight coefficient, that: 
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 Among them, Z is obtained matrix by observing initial data, that is : 
 

{ }jk n m
Z z

×
=  (2) 

 
 After that, according to above formula size, we can judge the indicator merits, by the method, it 
defines plan that most conforms to practice. Plan comprehensive indicator is Y, then it has: 
 

[ ]1 2, , nY y y y= L  (3) 
 
 By above process, we can know that if define the optimal plan according to Y, then it needs to 
arrive at large dispersion effect in each indicator as much as possible, so that it can be of great help to 
implement people decision plans, so in order to implement plan modification, it must let Y sample 
variance to arrive at maximum values, from which sample variance formula is : 
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 Handle with initial data by normalization, we can get corresponding covariance matrix is : 
 

TA Z Z=  (5) 
 
 In order to let sample variance to arrive at maximum value, it needs to let symmetric matrix’s 
positive semi-definite matrix to arrive at maximum feature value, and needs to do unitization handling 
with it and get corresponding feature vector. 
 If one item coefficient difference is extremely big, it proves the indicator contribution rate on 
evaluation indicator influence extent will also be very big, now it presents mutual positive correlations, 
and one indicator coefficient and other indicators weights coefficients present opposite relationships, 
then the indicator presents negative correlations, the method overcomes experts subjective factors, is a 
kind of ideal experts mathematization model. 
 
Mathematical statistics calculation process 
 Targeted at the paper, it can get that constructive plan can be divided into two forms, one of them 
is cost type indicator that indicator value get smaller, the result will be better, another one is efficiency 
type indicator that indicator value gets bigger, the result will be better, between the two is a kind of 
opposite relations, in order to define comprehensive selection plan, the paper converts the two, the 
orientation is converting the first type indicator into the second type indicator, from which : 
Cost type is: 
 

min /ij j ijx x x′ =  (6) 
 
 And efficiency type is: 
 

max/ij ij jx x x′ =  (7) 
 
 In above formula, min jx and max jx respectively represents the j indicator minimum and maximum 
values. Firstly do normalization processing with above covariance, its matrix with standard variance as 
1, average value as 0 is: 
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 After that, calculate matrix A, then it has: 
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=  (11) 
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TA Z Z=  (12) 

 
 Then calculate matrix A maximum feature value feature vector weight coefficient vector B, 
finally process with above process, it can get comprehensive index size, and then rank it and can get 
optimal solution. 
 
Mathematical statistics application in geological survey 
 For survey net density, make quantization research by mathematical statistics method, it can 
utilize mathematical statistics variance and average value to estimate total numeric variance value and 
learning expectation value, by different survey nets densities, it solves their corresponding savings error 
efficiency η , then it can utilize solved error * xε η=  range’s probability { }1 a p x a ε− = − < , which is 
also coal bed average thickness’s a  confidence interval in (x , x )ε ε− + , accordingly if its confidence 
level probability is 1 95%a− ≥ , then it can use x  to replace a , thereupon solves whole savings size. 
 Savings calculation formula is: 
 

secQ S M Dφ= • • •  (13) 
 
 Among them, D—— triangle capacity t on/ cubi c met er  
 M—— Every layer thickness average value 
 φ —— Area average inclination angle average value, ( )degr ee  
 S ——Horizontal area ( ) t en t housand squar e met er  
 Q —— Savings ( )t en t housand t on  
 By above, we can get every layer thickness average value, coal capacity average value, coal bed 
inclination angle average value and every layer horizontal area jointly decide coal savings Q  size, and in 
practical coal savings calculation process, coal bed inclination angle average value and every layer 
horizontal area, coal capacity average value changes are very small, so coal bed average thickness is a 
factor that decides coal savings. For each savings error rate calculation, domestic and foreign have no 
unified standard form, the paper through consulting relative information, establishes a standard grade 
table, as following TABLE 1 shows. 
 

TABLE 1 : Coal savings grade standard table 
 

Grade Confidence probability Allowable error value
A 90>  10  
B 80 90−  20  
C 70 80−  40  
D 50 70−  60  

 
 For different coal fields savings each phase, it adopts certain survey net density to ascertain 
corresponding grades savings as each grade savings precise, it can solve coal bed thickness errors 
average values. 
 If for one survey net density, it can assign each coal bed thickness numeric value that are 
respectively 1 2, nx x xL . Every section coal bed thickness can use arithmetic average value to express as 
: 
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 By above formula we can use it to replace coal bed actual average thickness, then it requires 
quantities to be as many as possible, estimated variance to be as small as possible, obtained estimation 
quantity should be approximate to actual numeric value, but the two always have deviation : 
x a ε− <  (15) 

 
 Among them, ε  assignment is up to different savings, corresponding precise should conform to 
different grades corresponding requirements as : 
 

* xε η=  (16) 
 
 Corresponding estimated range is in : 
 
(x ) (x )ε α ε− ≤ ≤ +  (17) 
 
 Due to above estimation quantity is a kind of random one, the condition to make it true is : 
 
{ } 1p x a aε− < = −  (18) 

 
 In above formula: ( , )x xε ε− + —— a  Confidence interval 
 1 a− ——  Confidence coefficient probability 
 a——  Risk degree or reliability 
 So, the paper introduces standardized statistical quantity calculation equation: 
 

/
x a

n
μ

σ
−

=  (19) 

 
 According to probability theory’s correlation theory, we can get normal random variable’s 

variance is 1, expectation is 0, and corresponding 2σ  unbiased estimator is 2

1
n S

n −
, and input the 

formula into standardized statistical quantity, we can get its new statistical quantity equation is : 
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 For given confidence interval, it has (x , )xε ε− + , therefore it can solve corresponding statistical 
quantity 0t  size. 

 Due to 0

1
t S
n

ε = −
−

, by above, we can get * xε η= , so we have: 
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 According to above formula, we can solve freedom degree and statistical quantity’s t  
distribution bilateral critical value, therefore solve risk degree, reliability and confidence coefficient 
probability sizes. 
 In reality, due to survey net density gets bigger, corresponding reliability will also 
correspondingly get bigger, coal bed average thickness will increase with whole coal bed thickness 
increases, and different thicknesses and corresponding grades savings precise reliability have no certain 
connections to seek, allowable variance and corresponding statistical quantity present a kind of positive 
correlations. In order to get closer to practice, it can use allowable errors to replace original errors, 
therefore obtain corresponding formula as: 
 

0 / 1
xt

S n
η

= −
−

 (22) 

 
 It can also change into: 
 

0 / 1
Ct

S n
η

= −
−

 (23) 

 
 For different coal beds, corresponding constantC  are different, but by consulting relative 
information, we can get its range is in (1.0 ~ 1.2) , assignment size is changing with standard deviation 
changes. 
 Take Hebei one region coal mine as an example to explain, for selected coal mine hole number, 
it makes quantization statistical analysis according to 500m, 1500m, 3000m, 1000m, 2000m line space, 
when line space is one thousand, corresponding error rate is 0.1η = , it carries on statistical test, its 
process is as following : 

(1) 51n =  represents corresponding hole number; 
(2) 2.66N =  represents hole number per square kilometer; 

(3) 
1

1 2.9
n

i
i

x x
n =

= =∑  represents coal bed thickness mean value 

(4) 2

1
(x x) 12.85

n

i
i=

− =∑  represents sum of squares of deviations 

(5) 2

1

1 (x x) 0.5
n

i
i

S
n =

= − =∑  represents sample’s standard deviation value 

(6) * 0.29xε η= =  represents error 
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 represents statistical quantity size 

 By above, we can solve corresponding result is risk degree 0.005a = , confidence coefficient 
probability 1 0.95a− > . After that, we apply improved method can get its result as : 
 

(1) 51n =  
 

(2) 2.66N =  
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(3) 
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 By above result, we can get when freedom degree as 50  confidence coefficient 1 0.9a− = , risk 
degree 0.1a = . 
To sum up: 
 By above, we can get Hebei one coal mine mathematical statistical obtained result is :grade C  
savings is 3000m, grade B  savings is 2000m, grade A  savings is 500m. 
 After improving mathematical statistics method, we can get:grade C  savings is 2000m, grade B  
savings is 1000m, grade A  savings is 500m. 
 And actual savings survey result is :grade C  savings is 2000m, grade B  savings is 1000m, grade
A  savings is 500m that is the same as solved results, it proves the model’s rationality and effectiveness, 
but in order to more reasonable safety produce, the paper suggests the region to adopt grade C  savings 
as 1500m~2000m, grade B  savings as 750~1000m, grade A  savings as 375~500m. 
 
Mathematical statistics application in gold mine selection plan 
 The paper takes Hebei province silver mine selection as its research objects, relevant experts set 
four kinds of plans to select, evaluate financial provided data, and summarize indicators into following 
TABLE 2: 

 
TABLE 2 : Silver construction plans’ important indicators 

 
Type Each indicator Plan I Plan II Plan III Plan IV 

Efficiency type 

Earnings after tax /% 22 26 37 30 
Investment interest rate /% 15 16 24 21 
Investment income /% 14 15 23 20 
Gross value after tax /t en t housand Yuan  443 669 1495 3215 
State tax revenue /t en t housand Yuan  4754 5010 5965 22452 
After-tax profits /t en t housand Yuan  7241 7821 9545 39216 
Annual tax sum 1/ −t en t housand Yuan a  59 56 62 167 
Average profit /t en t housand Yuan  541 583 714 3652 
Annual output value /t en t housand Yuan  2754 2715 2842 8865 

Cost type 
Dynamic payback time after tax /a  12 10 7.8 10.6 
Static payback time after tax /a  6.7 6.5 5.4 6.8 
Silver cost -1kg/t en t housand Yuan  6.5 6.3 5.9 5.6 
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Silver mine cost -1/ Yuan t  242 198 158 1632 
Annual average cost -1/ at en t housand Yuan  2014 1998 1845 5621 
Gross investment /t en t housand Yuan  5145 4987 3725 16445 

 
 According to mathematical statistics method, the paper selects efficiency type nine indicators, 
cost type six indicators as research objects, according to previous stated status, it can get maximum 
feature value

max 17.119λ = , corresponding feature vector B is: 
 

[ ]0.29, 0.12, 0.13, 0.13, 0.08,0.54,0.33,0.44,0.22,0.39,0.45,0.42,0.43 TB = − − − − −  
 
 Input the vector into above formula, we can get every plan evaluation indicator vector Y is : 

[0.141,0.121,0.167,0.155]Y =  
 
 By the vector, we can get each plan evaluations indicator numeric values, therefore get each plan 
merits are respectively :III, IV, I, II, so we can get best plan is III. 
 By consulting relative information, we can rank above methods, get result as following TABLE 
3 shows: 

 
TABLE 3 : Rank comparison table 

 
No. 1 2 3 4 

Mathematical statistics 4y  3y  1y  2y  

Information a 4y  3y  2y  1y  

Information b 4y  3y  1y  2y  

 
 The paper selected mathematical statistical model obtained result is the same as consulted 
information result, and in information b, third and fourth ranking are just opposite, it proves 
mathematical statistical evaluation result is consistent to fuzzy grey element plan, and from the paper we 
can get that apply mathematical statistics plan into processing is more convenient. 
 By above feature value, we can get efficiency type indicators and obtained result ranking present 
a kind of positive correlation trend, the value gets bigger, then obtained ranking result will be more 
foreword, and targeted cost type indicators and obtained result ranking present a kind positive 
correlation, so it proves dynamic investment payback time, gross investment, unit silver mine cost 
amount, annual cost number, static investment payback time and unit golden cost amount numerical 
values get bigger, then rank order will be more backward, the result just matches to practical economic 
rules in reality, so it proves mathematical statistical model superiority. 
 By calculated weight coefficient, we can get comprehensive evaluation indicator has maximum 
influences on investment return rate and annual output value. And meanwhile it also reflects efficiency 
type indicators silver mine construction plane merits evaluation indicator takes economic interest as its 
measurement criterion. 
 By table, we can get that in profit and tax investment ratio, investment return rate and internal 
return rate several plans, the maximum one is plan III, its result is 8.05% higher than peer, and around 
20% higher than required in evaluation, the plan corresponding profit balance point is in case when 
output is 189 kilogram, is lower than previous two plans, if silver price reduces, the plan is still major in 
profit in certain range. The result proves mathematical statistics superiority that lets obtained result to 
conform to practice; the plan is fit for adopting. 
 

CONCLUSION 
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 Targeted at mathematical statistical method and its application in coal mine, we can get: 
 The paper can get that mathematical statistics after improvements is more reasonable with 
practice by coal mine survey result, therefore it can better meet production and living demands, and the 
model can reduce work load and meanwhile get maximum survey result, so that it can well promote its 
economic efficiency, speed up survey schedule, shorten time, which has important significances in 
relative field development in future. 
 Targeted at mathematical statistics method and its application in silver mine selection plan, we 
can get: 
 i, By taking Hebei province one place silver mine as an example, select best plan, it proves 
mathematical statistical model is a kind of epitome of evaluation digital model, its advantage is it avoids 
humanistic subjective factors interference, let its evaluation result to have more rationalities, and 
meanwhile it also let model to become more convenient. 
 ii, By above process, we know that if it wants to establish a best plan, it must select a kind of 
multiple-target decision plan, by consulting relative information, we can find relative information is 
quite a lot, but each method has its shortcomings, so to avoid such status, the paper selects to make 
selection of multiple evaluation plans in concrete examples, and makes modification on proper plans, 
therefore it can get its comprehensive analysis best plan. 
 iii, By above process, we get that regarding silver mine constructive plan merits and efficiency 
type indicators present a kind of positive correlation state, it proves mathematical statistical 
comprehensive evaluation model is consistent to selected plan analysis result, the result just conforms to 
practical status. 
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